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Outline of the presentation

1. Conceptual framework: the link between aggregate exports

and higher moments of productivity distribution

2. Evidence for the EU taken from Barba Navaretti, Bugamelli,

Forlani, Ottaviano (2016), “It takes (more than) a moment:

revisiting the link between firm productivity and aggregate

exports”

3. Deeper descriptive insight for Italy
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The conceptual framework
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Micro-ingredients of macro-competitiveness

• Which features of productivity distributions relate to aggregate

exports?

� (Ir)resistible prominence of average productivity (“first

moment”) in explaining aggregate export:
� Macro practice (e.g. competitiveness measured by average unit

labour costs)

� Micro-macro trade literature (“standard trade model” à la

Melitz 2003; Ricardian model à la Costinot et al 2012)

� Contradicting hints
� The distribution of firms’ characteristics matters for aggregate

outcomes (Gabaix 2011; “Happy Few” by Mayer and Ottaviano

2007)

� Recent empirical studies provide evidence of large

heterogeneity of firms’ performances (TFP and labour

productivity) both within and between countries
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EU COUNTRIES: CHOOSE YOUR FAVOURITE 

MOMENT!

Source: CompNet database.
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Theoretical Framework:

The Standard trade Model 

• Aggregate export from country o to country d in a “generalized

trade model” with heterogeneous firms:

Special case: “standard trade model” à la Melitz (2003):

� CES sub-utility

� Iceberg variable cost τod and fixed trade costs fod

� Pareto distribution

Only first 

moment matter

Exporter capability 

(“competitiveness”)

Eq.1
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Barba Navaretti-Bugamelli-

Forlani-Ottaviano (BBFO, 2016)
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The goal of the paper

• Test the null hypothesis of the “standard” model:

� According to Eq.1 only the first moment of the

productivity distribution should matter for

“competitiveness”

• Do it in two stages:

� Stage 1: run gravity regressions to estimate origin country

fixed effects for a sample of Eurozone countries

⁻ Fixed effects measure the “competitiveness” of the sampled 

countries

� Stage 2: test which moments of a country’s firm

productivity distribution are significantly related to its

competitiveness
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Data

• The “CompNet database”

� comparable productivity indicators at country-sector-year level:

unweighted average; median; coefficient of variation; 10th, 20th,

80th, and 90th percentiles; skewness

� 15 countries: Austria, Belgium, Estonia, Finland, France,

Germany, Hungary, Italy, Lithuania, Poland, Portugal, Romania,

Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain

� Period: 2001-2012; only manufacturing

� built by members of CompNet: Central Banks and NSI

• OECD-STAN Bilateral Trade Database: export values by 
destination, origin, year and sector

• CEPII: distance, common border, common language, former
colony

• Egger&Larch, 2008: Regional Trade Agreements
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Empirical Analysis
First Stage: Graviy works

Gravity:

• Unbalanced panel of 472,321 observations

• Baseline: includes all bilateral export flows from CompNet countries (o) to

destination countries (d) and 22 manufacturing sectors (s) from 2001 to 2012 (t).

• We estimate:

���(�����	)�,,�,� = ��,�,� + �,�,� + ��, + ��,,�,�

� ��,�,� ∶origin*year*sector fixed effects -> Competitiveness index

� �,�,�: destination * year*sector fixed effects

� ��.: dyadic terms (distance, common border, etc…)

• Objective: compute fixed effects ��,�,�	as a measure of competitiveness of the

sampled countries as suppliers, netting out importer-sector-time and country-pair

specific characteristics
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Empirical Analysis
Second Stage: More than one moment?

• The “standard trade model” predicts a4 = a5 = 0
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Results
Yes, more than one moment: asymmetry matters a lot
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Empirical Analysis
Effect of Asymmetry is Sizeable

Increase of one standard 

deviation in:

%Δ Country Competitiveness

Average Productivity 6.2%

Pears Index 2.5%

Asymmetry has as a positive impact, smaller than that of average 

productivity but still sizable 
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So what?

• BBFO reject the null hypothesis of the “standard trade model” 

that only average productivity matters for aggregate exports

�Also the dispersion and the asymmetry of productivity 

distributions have to be taken into account

• Two implications:

�Theory: after rejecting CES and (especially) Pareto, what’s 

the right model from which to derive a correct export 

equation to be estimated?

�Policy: the overall industrial structure and the 

characteristics and performance of “best” firms (the right 

tail) are key to assess a country’s export competitiveness
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Going deeper into Italian data
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Opening the black box for Italy
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• BBFO provide a reduced form estimation of aggregate 

exports on (semi-aggregate) productivity moments for 15 EU 

countries

• But what do the micro data say about the link between

productivity distribution and export performance in Italy? 

- Does the higher moments story work? 

- How is Italy’s right tail of exporting firms (some evidence

on happy few)?

- What is its contribution as compared to that of the many

exporters that are small-medium sized and less

productive?

=> Here we start opening the black box with some preliminary

evidence: identify which type of firms contribute to Italy’s

aggregate exports and exports’ margins



Istat data
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• Data source: TEC-Frame SBS, Istat “laboratorio Adele”

• Data on value added, employment and export flows for the 

universe of Italian manufacturing exporters as of 2013

• Labour productivity defined as value added per worker

• Population of firms divided into nine groups, based on the 

number of products exported and the number of destinations 

reached:

�# of exported product groups: 1-4, 5-11, more than 12

�# of destination groups: 1-6, 7-17, more than 18
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16% Total Export
24% Total Eport 60% Total Export

Median

firm
75th 

percentile

Large contribution of high-productive firms to total X



18+ Dest 12+ Prod

18+ Dest 5-11 Prod

18+ Dest 1-4 Prod

7-17 Dest 12+ Prod

7-17 Dest 5-11 Prod

7-17 Dest 1-4 Prod

1-6 Dest 12+ Prod

1-6 Dest 5-11 Prod

1-6 Dest 1-4 Prod
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% Firms % Export

0.151 0.570

0.068 0.134

0.022 0.033

0.058 0.073

0.094 0.063

0.071 0.036

0.027 0.019

0.100 0.028

0.409 0.044

Most

Exports

Most

Exporters

Large contribution of few «complex» firms to total X



Distribution of  Exporters by Productivity and 

Complexity
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Distribution of  Total Exports

by Productivity and Complexity
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Conclusions
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• Aggregate export performance of most countries heavily depends on 

relatively few firms, typically highly productive and with complex

organizational structures

• This applies to Italy, too: the right tail (high productive firms exporting

multiple product to many destinations), matters for aggregate Italian

exporters

• But: Italy’s exporting sector is populated by a relatively larger (as

compared to other advanced countries) share of small and «low» 

productive firms selling often to a single (guess EU) market

• These marginal exporters are: unable to reach distant and dynamic

markets; constantly loosing world market shares; more exposed (also due 

to their sector and product specialization) to competition pressures from 

EMEs and LDCs. They also proved to be less resilient during the crisis.



Appendices
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Empirical Analysis
Second Stage: Asimmetry and Dispersion Measures

Asymmetry

• For each country-sector-year triple, we measure the asymmetry of distribution 

using parametric (Skewness index – third moment) and non parametric (Pearson's 

second skewness coefficient)  asymmetry indices

�����.�,�,�= (
�� !"#$%��& !'#$

��.�(."#$
),

Dispersion

• The ratio of the 80th to the 20th percentile of the productivity distribution 

(P80/P20)

• The ratio of the 90th to 10th percentile of the productivity distribution (P90/P10)
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Empirical Analysis
Robustness I: Country-Year Fixed Effects; Sector-Year Fixed Effects (Table 6)
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Specifications in  columns 4, 5, 7 and 9 of Table 5



Empirical Analysis
Robustness II: Country-Year Clustering; WLS (Table 7) 
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Specifications in  columns 1, 2, 5 and 6 of Table 6



Empirical Analysis
Robustness III: Country Sample Composition (Table 8)
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Specification in  column 4 of Table 5



Empirical Analysis
Second Step: Total Factor Productivity

The available data allow us to compute only two cross country comparable statistics on TFP: mean 

and asymmetry
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Specifications in  columns 1 and 4 of Table 5



Adding a flavor of extensive margins
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Fat tails: 

Overcoming

extensive

margins
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• Very «internationalized» exporters (i.e., many products and many markerts) account for 

74% of exports by most productive firms

• Very internationalized and most productive firms account for 45% of total exports



Exporter composition by productivity group 

percentile
Extreme groups
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